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Abstract
The method of operator splitting is applied to an advection–diffusion model as it occurs in a pulse tube. Firstly, the governing
equations of the simpliﬁed model are studied and the mathematical description is derived. Then the splitting approach is used to
separate the advection and the diffusion part. Now it turns out that the advective part can be solved analytically and therefore
the computational cost are reduced and the accuracy is increased. It is shown that the method can model an effect called Taylor
dispersion. Applying a domain decomposition strategy, the solution process can be decoupled, reducing the numerical cost even
more. This procedure allows to study the relevant parameters within the model with the goal to maximize the amount of energy
stored within the tube wall. As a measure of efﬁciency, the amount of energy transferred between the ﬂuid phase and the wall is
chosen.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The physical system under consideration of the mathematical modelling in this work is the so-called pulse tube as
it occurs in Stirling cryocoolers as described by [11]. In this tube, hot and cold ﬂuid oscillates in order to generate
very low temperatures by exploiting several thermodynamical effects in combination with the conservation laws. The
main components of a pulse tube cryocooler (PTC) are a compressor, a regenerator and the pulse tube. The compressor
drives the ﬂuid or gas through the regenerator and the pulse tube back and forth. In the regenerator, the ﬂuid exchanges
heat with the material (a porous medium). Inside the pulse tube, the compression and expansion of the ﬂuid takes place
in order to cool down the sample which can be placed at the cold end of the tube. Mathematical descriptions of this
system have been developed by several authors as [12,3]. The model focusses on the pulse tube only, so we can analyze
its ability to act as a regenerator itself. This kind of cryocooler is referred to as recuperator [1]. The advantage of this
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Fig. 1. Layer model of the tube.
setting is that the number of moving parts in the system is reduced and sedimentation of the porous media, which can
cause severe disturbances and loss of efﬁciency in todays cryocoolers, is impossible.
The class of advection–diffusion equations can be described in a very general form as introduced in the work by [8]:
ut + ∇ · f(u) = u, u(x, 0) = u0(x)
with x ∈ Rm, f(u) = (f1(u), . . . , fm(u)), ∇ = (/x1, . . . , /xm) and =∑mi=1 2/x2i . The function f determines
the advective and the parameter  the diffusive inﬂuence on the system. Due to the importance of these equations, many
approaches have been developed to solve them efﬁciently and effectively. A very common way to address the problem
numerically is to use a ﬁnite difference method, which approximates the derivatives by a difference term with ﬁnite
stepsize (see [6]). Depending on the stepsize, error and stability properties can be studied.
In this work the method of operator splitting is applied to the advection–diffusion equation [9]. The basic idea is to
split a given differential equation
ut = (A + B)u, u(x, 0) = u0(x)
with different operators A and B into separate parts for one small splitting step , i.e.,
u∗t = Bu∗, u∗(x, 0) = u0(x),
u∗∗t = Au∗∗, u∗∗(x, 0) = u∗(x, ).
The initial value of the second equation is the solution at the time step  of the ﬁrst line. The step size  has to be chosen
reasonably small in order to guarantee the stability of the whole scheme [4]. The beneﬁt of this method is the reduction
of complexity in the equation and the possibility to apply different schemes to each of the separated parts. A negative
aspect is that a -dependent splitting error may occur in the case of non-commutative operators. A general overview on
operator splitting algorithms for advection dominated advection–diffusion equations is given by [5].
In the following sections we will present the simpliﬁed model of a pulse tube and state the governing equations as
well as the initial and boundary conditions. Then we will discretize the system and apply the operator splitting method
in order to reduce the complexity of the problem. While setting up the model for the PTC, we make the following
assumptions as suggested by [3]:
• The ﬂow is laminar, incompressible and has constant thermophysical properties.
• There are no phase differences in the oscillations of the ﬂow and no work is caused by the expansion/compression.
• The convective heat resistance between wall and ﬂuid is far larger than the internal conductive resistance of the tube
wall.
• The heat capacity of the tube wall is much larger than that of the ﬂuid.
• The ﬂow velocity along the radial direction is zero.
We will exclusively analyze the pulse tube itself, neglecting any effects from the piston or other sources. As shown in
Fig. 1, the tube is divided into ﬂuid and wall part. The temperature distribution is assumed to be symmetric with respect
to the angular direction, thus it sufﬁces to consider only the radial cross-section of the tube. Due to the cylindrical shape
of the tube, it is quite natural to introduce cylindrical coordinates to describe the spatial quantities.
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Table 1
List of dimensional and non-dimensionalized quantities
Quantity Unit Description
f 1/s Oscillation frequency
f kg/m3 Fluid density
s kg/m3 Wall density
u m/s Fluid velocity
 Pa s Viscosity
kf W/(mK) Fluid thermal conductivity
ks W/(mK) Wall thermal conductivity
cP J/(kgK) Fluid speciﬁc heat capacity
cs J/(kgK) Wall speciﬁc heat capacity
L m Tube length
l m Wall thickness
r m Tube diameter
Ta K Ambient temperature
TH K Hot end temperature
TC K Cold end temperature
Tˆ := T−TC
TH−TC – Temperature
Lˆ := L
R
– Length of the tube
zˆ := z
R
– z-length scale
 := l
R
– Tube thickness
rˆ := r
R
– r-length scale
tˆ := f
R2
t – Time
ˆ := R2f  – Oscillation frequency
uˆ := u
umax
– Flow velocity
	 := ks
kf
– Ratio of wall/ﬂuid thermal conductivity

 := sf – Ratio of wall/ﬂuid diffusivity
Pe := R·umaxf – Peclet number
2. The mathematical model
After introducing the non-dimensional variables in Table 1, we will now state the governing equations in non-
dimensional form. For brevity, a slightly different notation than in Table 1 is used by dropping the ‘hats’ (ˆ) and using
the non-dimensional quantities as long as it is not stated otherwise. It is assumed that the only effect within the wall is
the diffusion. Due to the geometrical setting, cylindrical coordinates are used to describe the equations from now on.
Therefore we write
Ts
t
= 

(
1
r
Ts
r
+ 
2Ts
r2
+ 
2Ts
z2
)
(1)
for the governing equation of the solid phase. Within the ﬂuid, there exists an advective and a diffusive part. The
advective term describes the inﬂow of hot or cold ﬂuid and the diffusive term the diffusion that takes place within the
ﬂuid phase
Tf
t
+ Pe · u Tf
z
=
(
1
r
Tf
r
+ 
2Tf
r2
+ 
2Tf
z2
)
. (2)
Note that for Peclet numbers Pe>1 the diffusion dominates, for Pe?1 the advective part is dominant. In PTCs, we
usually deal with advection-driven systems, therefore the main focus lies on high Peclet numbers in the numerical
experiments. Now we will derive the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. The numbers in the following
explanations refer to Table 2. The tube itself is assumed to be adiabatic, which means that there are no ﬂuxes at the
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Table 2
Non-dimensionalized initial and boundary conditions
Wall I.C. Ts(z, r, 0) = 0
B.C. (i) Ts(z, 1, t) = Tf (z, 1, t) (ii) Tsr
∣∣∣
r=1+ = 0
(iii) Tsz (0, r, t) = 0 (iv) Tsz (L, r, t) = 0
Fluid I.C. Tf (z, r, 0) = 0
B.C. (i) kf
ks
Tf
r
∣∣∣
r=1 =
Ts
r
∣∣∣
r=1 (ii)
Tf
r
∣∣∣
r=0 = 0
(iii)
{
Tf (0, r, t) = 1, u0
Tf
z (0, r, t) = 0, u< 0
(iv)
{ Tf
z (L, r, t) = 0, u0
Tf (L, r, t) = 0, u< 0
Fig. 2. Non-dimensionalized boundary conditions for wall and ﬂuid.
outside of the wall (ii). Furthermore, the ‘no-ﬂux’ condition is applied at z = 0 and L (iii), (iv). For the interface
between wall and ﬂuid, it is quite reasonable to assume that the temperature should be the same, so that there is no
discontinuity in the temperature distribution of the whole system (i). For the ﬂuid phase, an interface condition should
also be derived.With respect to the different thermal properties of the ﬂuid and the wall, a restriction to the ﬂux between
the two media is given (i). At the center of the tube, which is due to the symmetry property at r = 0, the ﬂux is again
zero (ii). As outlined in the section on the PTC, the ﬂow through the tube is of oscillatory nature. Therefore it has
to be distinguished between a positive (that is set by convention to be from left to right) and an (opposite) negative
ﬂow. The ﬂow is constant and radial components are neglected. Now, if u is positive, the ﬂow entering at z = 0 is,
again by convention, assumed to have the temperature TH. For negative u the temperature cannot be predicted at that
point and therefore the no-ﬂux condition is set (iii). At z = L, the corresponding statement holds with temperature TC,
respectively (iv).
In Fig. 2 the non-dimensionalized quantities are introduced and the boundary conditions are included into the overall
model of the tube. In combination with the governing equations, the problem now is well posed as there are four
boundary conditions for the wall as well as for the ﬂuid, corresponding to each ﬁrst and second order spatial derivative
in r- and z-direction.
3. Discretization methods
Time discretization: For the time-marching the forward time scheme
T
t
= T
n+1
i,j − T ni,j
t
+ O(t) (t → 0)
is used. Although only of consistency order one, it proves to be robust and stable. Furthermore, the time steps have to
be chosen quite small to satisfy the CFL condition [9]. This leads to a reasonable accuracy even for schemes with a
consistency order of one.
Discretization of the advection term: One possibility to discretize the advective term is the forward space method
of order one. To obtain a better accuracy without using a ﬁner grid, an implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme (see [6]) is
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used in the numerical experiments. This discretization is only performed to simulate a conventional method in order to
compare the results of the operator splitting method with a common conventional approach. The discrete description is
u
Tf
z
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
ui,j
2
(
T n+1i,j − T n+1i−1,j
z
+ T
n
i,j − T ni−1,j
z
)
+ O((z)2), ui,j 0
ui,j
2
(
T n+1i+1,j − T n+1i,j
z
+ T
n
i+1,jj − T ni,j
z
)
+ O((z)2), ui,j < 0
(z → 0). (3)
Discretization of the diffusive terms: For the same reasons as in the advection term, we will use the implicit
Crank–Nicholson scheme for the diffusion as well. To discretize the second order derivatives, the centered space
approach
2T
z2
= 1
2
[
T n+1i+1,j − 2T n+1i,j + T n+1i−1,j
(z)2
+ T
n
i+1,j − 2T ni,j + T ni−1,j
(z)2
]
+ O((z)2) (z → 0), (4)
2T
r2
= 1
2
[
T n+1i,j+1 − 2T n+1i,j + T n+1i,j−1
(r)2
+ T
n
i,j+1 − 2T ni,j + T ni,j−1
(r)2
]
+ O((r)2) (r → 0) (5)
is used. The ﬁrst derivative in radial direction is somewhat special, because the term 1/r arises. Nevertheless, the
centered space discretization is also applicable in this case and we get
1
r
T
r
= 1
2rj
[
T n+1i,j+1 − T n+1i,j−1
2r
+ T
n
i,j+1 − T ni,j−1
2r
]
+ O((r)2) (r → 0). (6)
While trying to apply these discretization methods to the governing equations for wall and ﬂuid as stated in (1) and
(2), respectively, the resulting linear system will become very large and thus difﬁcult to be solved using a numerical
solver. Therefore, the following way is suggested: apply the operator splitting ﬁrst, and then the domain decomposition
to reduce the order of the system.
4. Operator splitting
As described by [10] we can split up the advection–diffusion equation of the ﬂuid phase (2) into the advective and
diffusive part
Advection: Tt + uPe∇T = 0, (7)
Diffusion: Tt = T . (8)
Now the decisive assumption under physical considerations is made. We assume that there is no radial advection, the
advection step therefore reduces to
Tt + uPe T
z
= 0, (9)
where the velocity u is assumed to be constant. This is reasonable, because the dominant fraction of the advection is the
axial one, due to the high velocities occurring in the pulse tube. If we further assume an initial condition T0(z)=T (z, 0),
then the analytical solution of this one-dimensional advection equation is known to be
T (z, t) = T0(z − uPe t). (10)
The application of the operator splitting method is not just intended to reduce the computational cost, but in this case
also enables us to solve one part of the original problem analytically. For the solution of the diffusion problem, we use
some discretization methods described earlier, because the analytical solution is not known.
With this approach we can now assume that the solution of the advection step is free of any errors (besides rounding
errors which can be neglected). As described by [15], we can then ﬁnd an estimate for the error caused by solving
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Fig. 3. Error for Pe = 1, 10, 100, 1000 at t = 0.004, t = 0.0001, z = 0.01. (a) Error between analytical and conventional method. (b) Error
between analytical and operator splitting method.
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Fig. 4. Domain decomposition into ﬂuid domain 1 and wall 2.
the diffusion numerically. To measure this error, we use the local truncation error as described by [9] and estimate the
maximal error in z-direction
‖LDt (., t)‖∞
∣∣∣∣12 
(
− 1
6p
)
C
∣∣∣∣ · t +
∣∣∣∣163C
∣∣∣∣ · (t)2 (11)
with the diffusion coefﬁcient  ( = 1 in this case), p = (t)/(x)2 = const and C some constant. The reduction of
the error can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the absolute error between the analytical solution of the one-dimensional
advection–diffusion equation and the conventional method on the left side and the operator splitting method on the
right side, respectively. This error description corresponds to the solutions plotted in Fig. 5. As mentioned earlier, one
problem while using operator splitting is the splitting error. But in the case of the advection–diffusion equations as
stated here, this error vanishes due to the commutativity of the operators as shown by [9].
Domain decomposition: In order to simplify computations and to decouple the domains of wall and ﬂuid, there exist
several schemes, e.g., the implicit generalized Schwarz alternating method [13] or the Uzawa algorithm (see [14,2]).
Both methods are iterative and are repeated until sufﬁcient convergence occurs or other conditions force the procedure
to stop. The main advantage of domain decomposition methods is on the one hand, that it reduces the order of the linear
systems that have to be solved and therefore reduces computational cost. On the other hand, the separation of the two
parts gives the opportunity to distribute the computations on several processors. Thus, it is very desirable to decompose
the system in order to exploit these advantages. In Fig. 4 we introduce a very natural way of domain decomposition
into ﬂuid1 and wall2. Note that1 ∪2 =. Furthermore, we let 1 and 2 be the corresponding boundaries of
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Table 3
Complete algorithm in pseudocode
1. Split equation into advection and diffusion
2. Perform for every time step t :
(a) Solve diffusion:
Initial guess 	 T1r
∣∣∣

= − T2r
∣∣∣

= 0
Repeat {
solve MT n+11 = f1 on 1
with 	 T
n+1
1
r
= i on 
solve MT n+12 = f2 on 2
with T
n+1
2
r
= −i on 
Si1 and S
i
2 being the corresponding solutions, set
yi1 := Si1|
yi2 := Si2|
then update
i := i−1 + (yi2 − yi1) with 0< < 1
}
Until |i − i−1| 
(b) Apply advection using analytical solution and save current temperature proﬁle
3. Plot results
the domains. Then = 1 ∩ 2 is their interface. We also introduce the vectors n1 and n2 which are outside normal
to 1 and 2, respectively. When applying the domain decomposition method, the main challenge is the treatment
of this interface. Several possibilities are discussed by [7]. In our computational experiments, we will use the Uzawa
algorithm. In order to solve the overall problem
MTn+1 = f
with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions. The whole algorithm, containing the Uzawa domain decom-
position method, is shown in Table 3. The algorithm starts with splitting the original equation into an advective and
a diffusive part. To solve the diffusion equation for ﬂuid and wall, the Uzawa algorithm is applied. The value for the
interface ﬂux 	T1/r|=−T2/r|=0 has to be guessed ﬁrst. Then the problem is solved for the two subdomains
1 and 2 with the corresponding boundary conditions on 1 ∩ , 2 ∩ , respectively, and . The solution of
both problems at the interface is then used to update the interface ﬂux i . This process is repeated until the change of
i is sufﬁciently small (i.e., yi1 and yi2 are similar). The analytical solution of the advection equation is known, so that
it can be applied directly to the resulting solution of the diffusion. The temperature data for the entire tube is saved,
and then, the next time step is performed and the iteration starts again. The last step is to plot the results.
5. Numerical results
The results of the operator splitting method are compared to a conventional as well as the analytical solution, showing
that the operator splitting algorithm gives more accurate and stable results. In the two-dimensional case, the operator
splitting is even more superior to the conventional method which struggles with heavy oscillations. The behaviour of
the ﬂow in the full model is analyzed. There we see the different temperature distributions, depending on time and
position in space. Then, the amount of energy stored in the wall is computed for different parameters and the optimal
ratio of stored and released heat is found for high Peclet numbers and low frequencies.
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Fig. 5. Temperature proﬁle at t = 0.004, t = 0.0001, z = 0.01. (a) Pe = 1, (b) Pe = 10, (c) Pe = 100 and (d) Pe = 1000.
One-dimensional case: As a reference problem, the one-dimensional unsteady advection–diffusion equation with
constant velocity u = 1
T
t
+ PeT
z
= 
2T
z2
(12)
and initial condition T (x, 0)=0 and the two boundary conditions T (0, t)=1 aswell as limz→∞T (z, t)=0 is considered.
The analytical solution of Eq. (12) is given by
T (z, t) = 2√

∫ ∞
z/(2
√
t)
exp
(
−2 + Pe
2
(z − z
2
82
)
)
d. (13)
Fig. 5 shows that the operator splitting and the conventional method, both approximate the true solution very accurate
for low Peclet numbers. In the case of high Peclet numbers, the operator splitting approach clearly outperforms
the conventional method. The grid used in this case was t = 0.0001 (time discretization) and z = 0.01 (spatial
discretization). In pulse tube coolers high Peclet numbers are quite common, which implies the advantage of using an
operator splitting method compared to other schemes.
Two-dimensional case: To verify the operator splitting method in the two-dimensional case, the solutions of the
conventional approach are compared to the operator splitting algorithm. Fig. 6 shows that the conventional method
generates heavy oscillations, whereas the operator splitting method shows no disturbances at all. The length of the tube
is L=5 and the grid is chosen to be t =0.01, r =z=0.1. The splitting method gives accurate results from the very
beginning with no oscillating errors, which can be observed when using conventional methods. Therefore the operator
splitting algorithm is superior to conventional methods in this particular case.
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Fig. 6. Bulk mean temperature at z = 1. (a) Pe = 1, (b) Pe = 10, (c) Pe = 100 and (d) Pe = 1000.
6. Taylor dispersion
After validating the code, the effect of Taylor dispersion is studied. When a ﬂuid ﬂows through a tube, a velocity
proﬁle develops. This proﬁle is not uniform over the cross-section of the tube, at some radial positions the ﬂuid ﬂows
faster than at others. The laminar proﬁle of Newtonian ﬂuids has a parabolic velocity distribution. Apart from the
purely convective dispersion, diffusion can also be of inﬂuence. In our case, the hot inﬂow hits the cold ﬂuid inside
the tube which causes the temperature to disperse, but it also induces radial composition gradients. This leads to
diffusive ﬂuxes at the frontside of the inﬂow. This ﬂux becomes important, if the radial diffusive ﬂuxes are roughly
of the same order of magnitude as the convective axial ﬂuxes. This is the case, when either the axial velocity is
very low or when the radial distances are very small. The operator splitting method is capable of making the Taylor
dispersion visible. The temperature development at one speciﬁc point in the tube (in this case z = 1) is tracked over
time. These curves for a theoretical ﬂat velocity proﬁle are compared with the real parabolic proﬁle. The latter proﬁle
is deﬁned as u(r) = 2umax(1 − r2). Therefore, the ﬂuid at r = 0 travels much faster compared to the constant velocity
u = 1 of the ‘ﬂat’ proﬁle, but close to r = 1, the parabolic velocity is slower. Thus the wave of the incoming ﬂuid
hits some areas earlier, others later. It is expected that the temperature increase at the ﬁxed point generated by the
parabolic proﬁle will be ‘broader’ than the one generated by the ﬂat velocity proﬁle. As we can see in Fig. 7, the
expectations are veriﬁed by the numerical results computed for different Peclet numbers. Especially, in the case of
high Peclet numbers there is a distinctive effect of the Taylor dispersion. This effect is similar to a change of the
Peclet number itself. Therefore the velocity u can be kept constant, while modifying the Peclet number accordingly.
That means a parameter (Pe) is searched such that the problem (while introducing the explicit r dependence of the
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Fig. 7. Bulk mean temperature at z = 1 for ﬂat and parabolic velocity proﬁle. (a) Pe = 1, (b) Pe = 10, (c) Pe = 100 and (d) Pe = 1000.
velocity u)
T
t
+ Pe · u(r)T
z
=
(
1
r
T
r
+ 
2T
r2
+ 
2T
z2
)
(14)
can be rewritten with constant velocity, e.g., u = 1, and parameter (P e)
T
t
+ Pe · (P e)T
z
=
(
1
r
T
r
+ 
2T
r2
+ 
2T
z2
)
. (15)
In order to ﬁnd (Pe), the optimization problem with respect to Pe that best ﬁts the two curves together has to be
solved. This is a very important possibility in real applications, where often the transition parameter (P e) can only be
guessed upon experimental data. The method presented gives the opportunity to calculate that parameter analytically,
only dependent on the discretization and splitting errors.
7. The complete setting
The previous parts present that the operator splitting produces accurate results and that our model describes the
physical processes as expected. We will therefore now analyze the complete setting including the following aspects:
• Oscillatory ﬂow.
• Advection and diffusion within the ﬂuid.
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Fig. 9. Interface ﬂux for oscillatory ﬂow (1/ = 0.014). (a) Hot cycle,  = 0.65, (b) cold cycle,  = 0.05, (c) hot cycle,  = 0.1, (d) cold cycle,
= 0.1, (e) hot cycle, = 0.15 and (f) cold cycle, = 0.15.
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• Diffusion within the wall.
• Heat ﬂux at the interface between ﬂuid and wall.
In addition to the issues already discussed in this section, a solution method for the wall temperature as well as for the
interface has to be implemented. The principle of a pulse tube cooler is based on its ability to store energy (heat) at
one time and give it back to the ﬂuid at another time. In todays cryocoolers, this is usually done using a regenerator
mesh. Due to the problems that may arise using such a regenerator, we want to ﬁnd out if the wall itself can store
enough energy in order to act as a regenerator. This kind of PTC is generally called recuperator. With the developed
model and the presented numerical methods, we are able to compute the energy by exploiting that the temperature
within the wall is (approximately) known. To study this issue we will compare the averaged interface temperature and
ﬂux between ﬂuid and wall. By independently varying the Peclet number Pe, the wall thickness  and the frequency
 (which corresponds to the cycle length 1/) we ﬁnd the optimal parameters for which the amount of energy stored
within the wall is maximized. The regular operation of the device is usually of interest and thus, the data at some
time instant at which the cycles are balanced and in a quasi-steady state is used. The time when this state is reached
depends on the wall thickness, the frequency and the Peclet number. The ﬂux 	dT/dr always decreases until it reaches
the balanced state where the amplitude is constant and the ﬂux varies between ﬁxed values. This behaviour is to be
expected because at the beginning the wall has the temperature TC = 0. By letting hot ﬂuid rush into the tube, the
ﬂux at the interface is very high until the tube wall gradually heats up. In the quasi-steady state, the heating effects
by the hot and the cooling effects by the cold ﬂuid are equal, and therefore the mean ﬂux does not change anymore.
We can furthermore observe that the quasi-steady state is reached faster for high Peclet numbers. This is reasonable
as well, because high Peclet numbers correspond to high velocities, and thus the whole tube is ﬂooded with hot
ﬂuid leading to a faster exchange of heat, i.e., heating up the wall and therefore reaching the balanced state. Under
ideal conditions, the temperature proﬁle along the tubes length within the ﬂuid would be linear, falling from unity to
zero. The extent of non-ideal conditions that arise when the tube wall is used to store energy can be seen in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Axial temperature proﬁles for oscillatory ﬂow for Pe = 100.
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Fig. 11. Interface ﬂux for oscillatory ﬂow (= 0.1). (a) Hot cycle, 1/= 0.014, (b) cold cycle, 1/= 0.014, (c) hot cycle, 1/= 0.05 and (d) cold
cycle, 1/= 0.05.
The ﬁgure shows the temperature proﬁle at four different time instances for a Peclet number of Pe = 100 and with a
wall thickness of  = 0.01. The ﬁrst two pictures were captured during the hot cycle, the other two during the cold
cycle. For this calculations as well as for all the following ones, the grid t = 0.002, z= 0.2, r = 0.1, rw = 0.002
was used, where rw corresponds to the grid size used within the tube wall. For the Uzawa domain decomposition
algorithm, the convergence parameters = 0.2, tol = 0.00001 and a maximal iteration number of 1000 were used.
The starting effects of the cryocooler can be explained like above. A real device will work most of the time in the
balanced state. Therefore we will concentrate on effects arising in this quasi-steady case. Thus, we often leave out the
ﬁrst time units and directly look at the behaviour at a later stage, usually between 6 and 7 time units. For brevity we also
drop the key in the following plots and always use the labels as shown in Fig. 8. The mean ﬂux at the interface is shown
in Fig. 9 for 1/ = 0.014. Here the effects at the interface are hardly inﬂuenced by the wall thickness. Surprisingly,
the ﬂux for thinner tubes is even a little bit higher than it is for thicker tubes. This very small effect might be caused by
numerical errors. Besides the positive (negative) ﬂux in the hot (cold) cycle we always ﬁnd a small ﬂux at the beginning
of each new cycle, which is opposite to the main ﬂux. The ‘new’ ﬂow rushing in has to substitute the ﬂuid that ﬁlled
the tube up to that moment. This takes some time depending on the Peclet number and until this process is ﬁnished, the
‘old’ ﬂuid contributes to the averaged interface ﬂux and causes it to change its sign. We note that this effect caused by
the opposite ﬂux is also not much affected by the wall thickness.A much stronger effect is observed when changing the
frequency . The ﬂuid in the corresponding cycle has more time to transfer energy to or from the wall and therefore
changes the temperature at the interface. Thus, the ﬂux also varies strongly with the frequency. As we see in Figs. 11
and 12 not only the duration of heat transfer increases with decreasing frequency, but also the absolute value of the ﬂux
for =0.1. Due to the stronger change in temperature at the interface and the increased time to spread this temperature
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Fig. 12. Interface ﬂux for oscillatory ﬂow (= 0.1) (a) Hot cycle, 1/= 0.1, (b) cold cycle, 1/= 0.1, (c) hot cycle, 1/= 0.5 and (d) cold cycle,
1/= 0.5.
into the wall, the ﬂux at the beginning of a new cycle is much higher. Besides this, we also observe that the peak of the
opposite ﬂow in Fig. 9 is much smaller compared to the peak of the main ﬂux. The total energy stored and released
from the wall is therefore higher (Figs. 10–12).
8. Conclusion
The previously discussed results are summarized in Figs. 13 and 14. In both cases we integrate the interface ﬂux
over one cycle (hot and cold, respectively) in steady state for various values of  and . The result of this integration
is the amount of energy stored (released) within (from) the wall. In Fig. 13, the ﬂux in the case of  = 0 (that is no
wall at all), has to be 0. Then, with increasing wall thickness, also the energy has to increase but from a certain point
on, the amount of stored energy within a cycle stays almost constant. We remember that the integration is performed
for all ﬂuxes within one cycle, including the one in the opposite direction. The slight decrease of energy after a wall
thickness of = 0.05 can therefore be explained with a bigger inﬂuence of these opposite ﬂuxes compared to the main
ﬂux. In Fig. 14, we see a quite different picture. In the case of inﬁnite frequency  and thus a cycle length 1/ of
zero, the amount of energy exchange in the quasi-steady case becomes zero. This is because the ﬂow inside the tube
oscillates that fast that the positive and the negative ﬂux cancel out each other, neither the hot nor the cold ﬂuid can
really enter and ﬂow through the tube. But with decreasing frequency and again integrating over a whole cycle, we see
an almost linear increase of the stored energy. This leads to the conclusion that, for optimal and most effective energy
storage, the wall thickness should be bigger than 0.02 times the tube radius and the frequency should be rather low to
enable the ﬂuid in the hot as well as the cold cycle to exchange heat with the wall and thus make it an energy storage.
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Of course, the model used in these calculations was simpliﬁed at several points and a deeper physical analysis as well
as systematic experiments have to be performed to elaborate the extent to which a usage is reasonable. But the results
generated with the simulation of an oscillatory ﬂow in a tube show that the wall can be used as an energy storage and
that the beneﬁts might outperform classical cooling devices in speciﬁc ﬁelds of application.
These results could be achieved due to the exploitation of the operator splitting method, which reduced the compu-
tational cost signiﬁcantly and thus made the detailed analysis possible.
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